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WINDOW TO
THE SOLE
Push off your right
foot at impact. It’s
one of four ways to
use foot pressure
to add yards.

POWER UP!

INDIVIDUAL CREDIT HERE

LEFT

You possess a big-time power source that
you probably don’t tap into, costing you
serious yards off the tee. New research
using high-tech sensor mats proves that
your feet can help you launch longer
drives. That’s right—the way you press
your puppies into the ground during
your swing can make (or break) your
driving game. In fact, managing
ground pressure may be more
important than making a proper
weight shift. So turn the page to
learn the fancy footwork that fuels
the modern power game—those
300-yard drives on Tour are no
accident—and learn to “step
on it” like never before.
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FEET OF
GREATNESS

RIGHT
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Proven Ways
to Shoot Your
Best Score Ever!
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DRIVE IT FARTHER
RESEARCH COORDINATORS
Mark Blackburn, Greystone Golf & C.C., Birmingham, Ala.
Sasho MacKenzie, Ph.D., St. Francis Xavier University, Antigonish, Nova Scotia

GO
BOOM
ON THE Pre-Swing
BOX
PRESSURE POINTS
Big hitters shift their weight
to their right on the backswing,
then reverse that shift coming
down. You already know that,
but do you know what causes
that shift—or if you’re doing
it correctly? Thanks to new,
groundbreaking research
using BodiTrak Sport’s groundreaction force sensors (the
blue mats in the photos at
right), we’ve learned that a good
weight shift results from actively
and correctly “pressuring” the
ground with your feet. And get
this: The moves often oppose
each other in high-powered
swings. For example, as your
weight (measured as center
of mass, the average point of
gravity’s pull on your body)
shifts toward the target, your
center of pressure (the average
location of the downward forces
under your FootJoys) should
be over your back foot! It’s a
seesaw game of push and
load—a game you can win. Your
prize: monster yards off the tee.
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In GOLF’s new study, we
mapped the center of
pressure (CoP) location in the
swings of 44 of the world’s
longest hitters. (The graph
shown above and throughout
this story belongs to PGA
Tour winner Justin Thomas,
who averages 302 yards per
drive, although he weighs
just 145 pounds.) We started
at address, where the center
of mass (CoM) and CoP
match up, because, well,
the player is just standing
there. Just prior to taking
the club away, however, we
noticed that power hitters
push down slightly with
their left foot, moving the
CoP closer to the target and
in front of the CoM (above).
It sounds counterintuitive,
but this subtle move to the
left jump-starts the athletic
shift of weight (and pressure)
to the right leg, a move
that’s very common in
power-rich backswings.
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SHIFT TRIGGER

Push down with your left
foot just before you start
back, as Mark Blackburn
demonstrates here.

In a power backswing,
the CoM shifts to the
right as the upper and
lower body turn away
from the target and the
arms swing the club to
the right of the body’s
center. To support this
shift, power drivers
increase the pressure
under the right heel,
pushing their trailing
foot hard into the turf.
They achieve max
pressure when the left
arm reaches parallel to
the ground—much earlier
than you may have guessed.
This early load allows them
to push off their back foot
and fire their lower body
toward the target, while the
hands and arms continue
their backswing arcs. The
result? A whiplike motion
at the top—and tons of
clubhead speed.

DATA GRAPHICS COURTESY BODITRACK SPORTS

Learn the
new power
footwork
in four
easy steps

PUT YOUR
FOOT DOWN
Maximize
pressure under
your right foot in
your backswing.
The sooner you
do, the easier it is
to unwind toward
the target before
your hands and
club reach the
top, creating
whiplike speed
coming down.

“Reach” on your backswing, pushing against imaginary
resistance directed toward your hands (provided here by
Sasho MacKenzie). This helps to increase the pressure under
your right foot and properly shift weight away from the target.
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DRIVE IT FARTHER
Blackburn (green shirt) instructs Kevin Chappell on the PGA Tour, among others. MacKenzie
holds his Ph.D. in sports biomechanics. Their research on ground reaction forces is the
science behind FootJoy’s new Performance Fitting System (www.footjoy.com)

SHAZAM
This Page
to unlock the
power of CoP.
See page 10.

Downswing
80%

X

LOAD BEARER

Max out pressure
under your left foot by
mid-downswing. This
will allow you to clear
your hips and drive
your left shoulder
skyward, setting you
up for a powerful,
ascending strike.
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A critical key to
maximizing distance
is getting both your
CoM and CoP moving
toward your front leg
in the downswing. As
was the case in the
backswing, this load
can’t happen soon
enough. Bombers
reach full pressure
under their left foot
(about 80 percent of
the total pressure and twice
the force of their overall
body weight) by the time
their left arm is parallel to
the ground. The CoP shift
is so severe that, once set,
it actually begins to push
your left side into the air.
This sets up the “tilted”
look of guys like Thomas
and Bubba Watson as they
approach impact, helping
the clubhead ascend into
the ball for optimal launch.

LAUNCH BREAK
Hit off your
right foot with
your body slightly
behind the ball.
This lets the
clubhead ascend
into impact for
a powerful dose
of high launch
and low spin.

To properly
load your left
side on your
downswing,
“squat” as you
swing from
the top. You
should feel
noticeable
pressure in
your left thigh.

As big hitters near
impact, the force
under their front
foot swells until the
left side of the body
has no choice but to
“jump” up in response.
(The left foot of some
bombers actually
leaves the ground.)
This drops the
pressure under their
front side to near zero,
shifting the CoP to
the right foot. The sudden
increase in pressure
under the back foot allows
the player to push his CoM
toward the target, just like
we’ve all been taught.
You’ll swing off your right
foot but move energy up
and through the ball, and
with tons of speed. You’ll
feel like a home-run hitter—
and soon start ripping shots
into the upper deck.

At impact, feel
as though your
upper body is
tilting to the right
as you push your
weight toward
the target with
your right foot.
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